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Overview
• System of Systems Management 

– Acknowledged SoS Example Mission Modules Program

• Systems Engineering Management and Insight in SoS Programs
– SRL Used to Determine SoS Maturity Analysis
– Requirements Management & the Drive Towards Commonality in a SoS World
– Cost Prediction and Monitoring of SoS
– Understanding and Influencing SoS Reliability

• Expanding the tool set – Technology Trades & SoS Performance 
Predictions

– Technology Insertion & SoS Analysis
– Technology Analysis and Insertion Tool Development
– Prediction of Performance Using a Performance Level Monitoring Methodology

• Conclusion



SoS Acquisition Challenges
• SoS acquisition management - a significant increase in 

complexity over traditional system acquisition
• Development requires that significant numbers of 

technologies be integrated to one another 
• Challenges traditional development monitoring tools and 

cost models 
– need to capture integration complexity 
– level of effort required to connect individual components

• Unintended Consequences - high degree of inter-linkage 
between components can cause unintended impacts to 
overall system performance
– components are modified from original use
– Technology change: replaced throughout the system life 

cycle
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The result of this acquisition management paradigm shift has 
been significant schedule and cost overruns in SoS programs



PMS 420 Tasking- Providing Focused 
Warfighting Capabilities
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What is a Mission Package?
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Program Office Role and Needs
• PEO LMW / PMS 420 is responsible for the development, acquisition, and 

sustainment of modular, swappable Mission Modules to be used on the 
Littoral Combat Ship (LCS)

• Mission Modules leverage considerable amounts of technology from
existing programs of record, while also requiring development of new 
integration software and components

• Keys aspects of the project include not only monitoring the status of 
technology development, but also the maturity of the numerous integrations 
between those technologies and external interfaces

• This has resulted in a very complex and diverse System of Systems (SoS) 
engineering activity with a need to obtain quick and accurate snapshots of 
development maturity status, risks, and performance
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SoS Organizational Challenges
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Coordination of Multiple Independent Programs to meet PMS 420 Needs



SoS Developmental Challenges -
Incremental Development
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SoS Challenges – Modularity and 
Commonality throughout the SoS
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Improved Commonality viewed as
key to LCC reductions and towards 
Improved multi-functional capability



System Maturity Model (SMM) Methodology
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Taking Action to Enhance Performance
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• Areas of product risk to end 
SoS performance become 
identifiable.

• Impact of technology trade 
options quickly understandable



Implementing Effective Requirements 
Management & the Drive Towards Commonality

• Establishment of a Cross Organization Requirements Database
• Enforced CM process involving all SE stakeholders
• Implementation of a Cultural Change towards Common Solutions
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Going Beyond EVMS-Electronic Task: 
Management & Tracking
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Program Management tool providing the entire program management team visibility 
into and the ability to track funding and tasking allocations by year, color, type, and 

organization from start of task definition through funding approval



Going Beyond EVMS-Electronic Task: 
Management & Tracking
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Translating complex management data
into displayable and actionable information



Understanding and Influencing SoS Reliability
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Understanding and Influencing SoS Reliability
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• Operational strings are analyzed to identify the components required to execute independent mission 
functions of the system

• An assessment of the string to achieve a Mission Ao contribution is performed
• Common components (nodes) which form a critical function in more than one mission function are identified, 

operational time is calculated for each mission it touches over the deployment cycle
• Allocation of the Mission Ao decomposes to an Ao requirement at the component and Lowest Replaceable 

Unit (LRU) level



Future Steps: Evaluating Technology 
Analysis and Insertion
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Future Steps: Performance Level 
Assessment
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Concluding Thoughts

• System of Systems (SoS) implementation is an 
exceptional integration challenge.

Managing multiple interfaces well and constantly is 
key.

• Effective employment of modular MPs is feasible 
with:

Modularity, open business model, and open systems 
architecture supported by financial and programmatic 
tools that address complexity.

• PMS 420 is at the forefront of SoS acquisition.
New methodologies are being developed to provide 
technical and program management insight
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QUESTIONS?
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